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The sealant should have cured 2 weeks before using any maintenance cleaner.!
During these 2 weeks:!
· Do not cover with a matt.!

SPECIFIED PRODUCTS!
· Weekly microcement  floor cleaner !
· Intensive microcement cleaner!
· Sealant reviver

WEEKLY CLEANING!
Use the microcement floor cleaner Plastor to clean the floor 1-2 times a week. The frequency of cleaning 
varies, depending of the use of the floor.!!
Tools:!
Microfibre mop, mop, rotary cleaning or buffer machine with beige or white pad for large surfaces.The 
equipment must always be clean and well wrung.!
Preparation:!
Stir or shake well the cleaner.!
In a bucket, mix 10 cl (half a glass)of the floor cleaner in 5L of warm water.!
How to apply:!
Apply with a clean microfibre cloth or mop, non dripping and very well drained. On large surfaces, apply 
using a buffing machine fitted with a beige or white pad. Allow to dry.!
Does not require rinsing.!
Cleaning the tools:!
Immediately after use, clean the tools with clean water. In case of heavy stains, use the intensive Plastor 
cleaner

INTENSIVE CLEANING!
Use Plastor intensive cleaner to thoroughly clean the floor.!
It removes stains and dirt that resist to the weekly cleaning product floor and eliminates fat 
accumulations, black gum shoe marks etc…!
This cleaning should remain casual (every 2-3 months).!
Tools:!
Microfiber mop, mop, rotary machine with green pad for large surfaces The equipment must always be 
clean and well wrung.!
Preparation!
Stir or shake the intensive cleaner.!
In a bucket, mix 1L intensive Ad Lucem cleaner in 4L of warm water. Use  non diluted for heavily soiled 
areas.!
How to apply:!
Apply with a clean microfibre cloth or mop, non dripping and very well drained.!
Rub if necessary, or spray regularly on the ground before passing a buffing machine with a green pad.!
Leave on for 10 to 15 minutes.!
Rinse thoroughly with clean and non-dripping warm water with thoroughly wrung material. Let dry.!
Repeat if required.!
Cleaning the tools :!
Immediately after use, clean the tools with clean water.


